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TODAY'S WEATHER
-Partl y cloudy to occas ionally
cloudy weather thru Thursday
with a chance of thundershowers
mostly during afternoon and
evening hours. Low temperature in
the low 70s and high in the mid to
upper 80s.
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fJlltfr,appea./s coed nejection
He said they tried to select
one woman whom they felt had ·
The all-male tradition of
given most significant studmt
Omicron Delta- Kappa, a· , 1
leadership to the University.
national leadership honorary ·
The issue of · women's
society, may be brokm this i. ~f
a~mission in ODK has been
month when its gmeral counc~i
referred to committee and will
considers a s~ciat merit ! t'
be reported at the three-day
·· application for USlf coed ;
General Gouncil meet_ing on
.
Roxane Dow.
Oct. 29.
local
the
to
admission
Dow's
Beeman said he really didn't
circle of the leadership
know how the council would
· honorary during Qtr. 3, is a
rule.
Beeman
Dow
violation of · ODK national
"It's going to be as long and
constitution by-laws.
drawn out as usual
Dan Beeman, student deputy
changes,''
constitutional
and ,member of the ODK
"Many of us in the ,local Beeman said. "But I feel the organization. "They can't put
the conflict off much longer,"
general council, termed the
circle felt there were a number · issues are significant enough to
Dow ·. said. "The issue will .
exclusion of women from the
of women in the community well warrant my time."
'
society, "discrimination of a
Dow said she felt "no come up sooner or later."
who. make a significant
kind that no academic person
the surprise at all" at her initial · In reference to her possible
to
contribution
precedentreaking role, Dow
could be condoning."
University," said Beeman.
rejection by the national
By Michael Kilgore
Oracle Staff Writer

Students to leav8'
-Speech Dept.
_
The.Speech Department will
lose more than a quarter of its ·
students when its broadcasting
sequence is transferred to the
Communications
Mass
, department.
Dr. James Popovich, Speech
Department chairman, said
yesterday the broadcasting
sequence currently lists 85
majors out of the department's
approximate 325 students.
Vice Pres. for Academic
.c<\ffairs Carl Riggs announced
the change last Thursday, to
take place by Quarter one,
1973.
Popovich said "the
transition is gradual so that
seniors who are broadcast
majors can complete the Speech
Department sequence by next
summer."

made Qtr. one of last year by
Dr. William _Morris, acting
dean of the College of
'
Language-Literautre.

"I don't feel like a tokm at
all," Dow said. "I panicipate
fully in the organization and
the
hold
presently
chairmanship of a committee.
-A list of ·uow's credits
include founder of the College
of Natural Science advisory
board, member of the Task
Force on the Book; a member
of Motarboard, the women's
leadership honorary·; an
assistant in the office of Student
Organizations;· and president
of Panhellenic.

1

Popovich
... Speech Dept. Chair,mm

Riggs said administrators
met with speech faculty twice
Qtr. ~. 1972, and there was
more "compelling reason for
the change than there was
pressure against it."

SFC hits
proposi:II

He added that no other
sequen·ce changes are being
considered in· rhe Speech
Department presently.

Pres. Mark Adams
yesterday called the manner in

By Michael Kilgore
Oracle Staff Writer

Continued on page 6

By Bill Nottingham
Oracle Staff Writer .

Board of Regents member
Julius F. Parker said Monday
the Regents "made a big
mistake" when they supported
University . of Florida (UF)
Pres. Stephen O'Connell's plan
to move the UF student
newspaper., the Florida
Alligator, off-campus.
The Regents voted 8-1 to
allow O'Connell to pick a
board of student publications
that would oversee the

"The Speech Department
has handled the br,oadcast
sequence since the University
began," he said. "It did a good
job of getting the sequence off
the ground, it's been popular
with students and well taught.''
He added the Speech
Department will now be able to
exert more effort in developing
its five other sequences.
.Popovich, when asked ifhe
expected any other speech
sequence to be phased out, said,
"those types of decisions aren 't
mme.
~ he administration . makes
those types of.decisions. "
Carl Riggs, said last night the
proposal for the change was

"In this instance, breaking
precedent could only help the
chapter and University as
whole," Dow said.

Parker: OF
regent vote
big mistake'

1

By Jack Carlisla
Oracle Staff Writer

said she was ~ever particularly
concerned with precedents.

Informal Hotline Session Oracle photo by Jason Kossert
... held yesterday alfresco and
impromptu in front of FAO by Pres.
Cecir Mackey and University Relations
Director James Vickrey. Here studer:it

Tom Palmer, left, expresses his
opinions to the president on current
University ·topics.

newspaper's · .operation and
formulate plans to _move it offcampus by Jan·. 1. Parker was
the only Regent voting-against
the measure.
Parker said he · was
"disappointed in the action
taken by the board _because it
·took control of the newspaper
out . of the hands of the
students."
Earlier -in the meeting,
that the
moved
Parker
Regents adopt a plan to crea!e a
board of student publications
selected by various campus
groups. The board would be
named as legal publisher and
would operate the Alligator
free of administration control.
A similar proposal was
offered to the Regents last
month during their meeting
A similar proposal was
offered to the Regents last
month during their meeting 'in
Orlando. The motion to adopt
a student board of publications
was then made by Regent Vice
Chairman Marshall M. Criser.
The motion was t~bled by a
vote of 5-4.
When Parker put this motion
before the Regents this week in
Tallahassee, it died because it
did not recieve a second from
any of the other board
members. Parker said he had
talked to other Regents before
the meeting and understood ·
that his proposal would get "at
least some support." He said
there must have been "a
tn
breakdown
communications." ·
i

Nader: Congress weak,
governmenl eorrupt'
1

Oracle photo by Laurel Teverbaugh

More candidates than voters
S~ndy Crosby, SAMS, takes her tum in the ·booth ·~nd
becomes one. of only 14 in Precinct 52-B who voted
. yesterday in the run-off primary. The 14 represent six per
· cent of registered · voters in Precint 52-B which
' encompasses the· campus -and ·was established June 30.
Inspector Bonnie· Callahan monitors the booth.

,1

WASHINGTON (UPI). Ralph Nader, reporting on his
most . ambitious study yet,
concluded , yesterday
that
Congress has abdicated its
responsibility to the p~ople_in
favor of special interests who
. get their way through "good ·
old-fashioned graft."
At a news conference
marking publication of his
long-awaited study report on ·
Congress Nader said the Nixon
administration "is easily the
most corrupt in history" in its
relations with big business.
Nader said a summer-long
investigation of Congress '
operations by his volunteers
and staffers - the biggest project
"Nader's raiders" have 'yet
undertaken - produced
evidence of a steady abdi~ation ..
· of power and responsibility by
Congress.
"There has beep a massive
concentration of power; first
away from Congress and then
up into the White House,"
Nadersaid. Whiletheexecutive
branch had expanded, he said,
the legislative branch "had
become a twig" in the threeranch system of government.

UpJ

Nixon:

[Workt Wide

MIAMI (UPI)-U.S. customs agents said yesterday they had
broken up· a vast marijuana smuggling conspiracy centered in
Miami and extending from Jamaica through the Bahamas to New
York and California.
·
The agents · ~rested nin~ men and charged them with
conspiracy to smuggle a tot~l of 38,000 _pounds of high-grade
Jamaican marijuana--known as "Ganja" .. -to the Bahamas aboard
planes and from there to Miami by boat.

·Moratorium Urged
· TALLAHASSEE (UPl)-Hal Scott, executive director of the
Florida Auduboq Society, yesterday urged all Floridians to back a
moratorium on sewer hookups where plants do not ·meet the
requirement for 90 per cent treatment.
.
"It is ridiculous to continue to allow systems to be hooked up to
plants· which are unable to do the job under the present load,"
Scott _said.

. Turner 'Trial Starts
· CLEARWATER (UPl)-Cosmetic and self-motivation
tycoon Glenn W. T umer and two of his associates go on trial
today on multiple charges of violating state security regulations.
The 100-seat cou·n room of Circuit Judge William Patterson is
expected to be jammed with supponers of the controversial selfmade millionaire:
.
·
Turner, 38, is a flamboyant son of a South Carolina
sharecropper. ·who prides himself in attaining such wealth and
success despite having dropped out of school after the eighth
grade.
·.
.
He parlayed a $5,000 investment and a bottle of mink oil into a
business empire he ~id grossed $120 million iast year.
That empire is under legalfirc in more than 40 states and from
di~ Federal Trade Ad~inistration,

,-
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Rap(-m .up .

Department ' s
antiturst
division, -disclosed Nixon's
decision _in -~ 12-page statement
to a Senate hearing.

Corona, 3-8, a . · Mexican- ·
American •far_m . labor
co~tracto.r,_ . is "hopelessly
heterosexual," Hawk told the
Jury.

McGovern

Corona ·Murder Trial
Opens

M ·akes

Promise .

BOSTON (UPI) ·- Sen.
George McGovern promised
. FAIRFIELD, Calif. (UPI) - yest_erday that if elected he
The defense said-yesterday that would make criminals and drug
the 25 farmworkers · Juan traffickers his number one
Corona is accused of killing domestic target, charging .that
w _e re murdered by a . President . Nixon's record of
homosexual, while the "permissiveness" has led to a
· defendant is a "perfectly 30 per cent increase in crime
normal healthy man. "
·
since he .took office.
·
Defense attorney Richard
Proposing a broad program
Hawk, in his opening to combat crime and narcotics,
statement to the jury in . McGovern· said he wanted to
Corona's murder trial; said he dispel .the "myth" that
would produce expert Democrats were · "more
testimony that "the killings concerned with the criminal
probably were committed by a than with his victim."
,
passivo homosexual.''
He ·said Nix6n was selling
· Hawk said in . Mexican- this "myth" to the people in an
culture a "passivo"· is a man attempt to "mask a record of
who "plays the role of a female astounding failure in the field of
in a sexual act."
·crim behind a veil of law and
Testimony will show that order rhetoric."

Photographer s

ppposes . TV
Blackouts

WA~HINGTON (UPI)
MIAMI (UPl)-Rain and boredom with a lack luster ballot kept _
With
.No. 1 fan Richard M.
most Floridians from exercising their right to vote yesterday in
Nixon making _ the decision
the run-off primaries.
himself, the administration
Only in Leon County, seat of state government where politics
- is the area's most imponant business, was votirig reported brisk. · threw its support ~sterday
behind legislation that would
prohib_it professional sports
John Paul Rogers of Lake Wales, grand _dragon of the Florida
from
imposing
television
Ku Klux Klan, faced incumbent Robert J. Estes of Lake Wales
blackouts
of
home
games.
yesterday in' the Deinocratic race _for a seat on the Polk County
Thomas E. Kauper, an
School Board.
·
assistant attorney general in
Estes led the vote getters in the first primary but failed to gain a
charge of the Justice
majority and was forced into the runoff with Rogers.

.Conspiracy Broken .

y

The- Oracle has an
op.e ning for a Staff
-Photographer. Ten hours
with pay ·per week.
Applications available on
LAN 469.

.
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Maclcey. reje cts f i/,n rep ort
By Tom Palmer
Oracle Staff Writer

Last summer's · Film
Committee report Has been
"referred" back to the office of
Academic Affairs because it
lacked specific details on
projections for any . film
programs here.
Pres. Cecil Mackey said the
information needed to be
de~eloped to iridude data on
what kind of curriculum, staff,
space and cost requirements
need to be met in the next three
to five years.

"The Department of Mass
the department's film sequence
Communications has not and who acquired about $1
produced such a report yet," he million worth of - surplus
said, adding that such detailed , equipment for students to use.
data would oe necessary to
Much of the film problem
examine the feasibility of the deals wiµi the use of · that
department's · expansion of its surplus military film
fiJm sequence.
equipment given to USF by the
Mackey said these det!lils Department of Health,
will have to be supplied by Dr. Education and Welfare
David Horsman, who heads (HEW).

warehoused, · it was because
there w.ere no faciljties available
on campus, bu{ now the space is
available and the equipment is
being stored on campus." ·
In response· to Mackey' s
comments, . Horsman said, "I
need some assuran~e it won't be_
another pro forma, umeconswning report."
Concerning the equipment;
he continued, "I am fearful that
unless the University acts soon
on th~ film fa.cul ty' s
recommendation s- of last
March, HEW may begin to
question our stewardship."

Film majors have demanded,
in addition to space to operate
the equipment obtained from
HEW·, a better student-faculty
· ratio•. There have even been
suggestions of creating a
separate film department. ·
For more than six months, however, the equipment lay in
a warehouse , near Tampa International Airport _film
majors and film instructor Dr.
David Horsman continued to
complain.
Dr. William Scheuerle, who
headed the Eilm -Committee,
said, "When ~he equipment was

Coun se·1o~
-rs to- recei ve
USF Orien tation prog ram
.

Oracle photo by Ruu Kerr

Vasectomies are sexy
A gardenful of birth control information can be found at
the ZPG information booth in ttie UC Jobby. Volunteers
John Shelley, left and Chr_
is Schleh seem to... enjoy their
work;
·
'
·

Forty-eight high ·school
counselors from six counties
will be . oriented about USF
.tomorrow in a "Focus"
program conceived by Joe
Howell, vice president for
Student Affairs-.
·
Dr. Chuck Hewitt, assistant
to Howell, and Dr. Max
Dertke, -high school relations
coordinator for the division of
University Studies, will direct
the program. It will include
·admi~sions, financial aids, the
summer orientation freshman
"Focus" program, Project

Upward· Bound-, housing, the ·
Personal Resource Center and
the Division of Universities
Studies.
"High school counselors_
play an important part in
determining · the educational
choices of students," Hewitt
said'. "This program represents

Intensive _
Tutorial .
Phone· 2099

an effort on th~ part of USF to
recognize that they . are
important and to familiarize
them with USF."
The counselors will be from
Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco,
-:Pinellas, Polk and Sarasota
counties.

it ~
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GIVE A DAMN
Sign Up Now

. - _ ._

_
,
A CHILD NEEDS YOU

soc; 378
Daily 9-5
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USF sign comm ittee ·to study
prese nt~traffie Situations
By Celeste Chlapowski
Oracle Staff Writer

Effective and concise campus
sign information is the goal of a
newly-formed sign_committee
chaired by Walt Bertossi,
University physical planning
consultant.
"The .sign system now is
largely an unorganized effort,''
Bertossi said. "Signs are faded
and illegible in. some places."
Committee members chosen
by Bertossi represent staff,
faculty and students and wijl

. study the present traffic
situations and attempt to
alleviate traffic problems.
"I tried to put trained .people
into this ·area," said Bertossi . .
· The committtt , members are
. Jim Vickery, Information ·
- Servic~ _ Area; : Ed · Manin, - faculty; Dan Walbolt, Student
Affairs; Ken Stanton,
Educational Resources; an~
Carol Wikoff, students.
The committee will work
direttly with R. W. S4ipley
. Associates, a consulting firm of
visual design. and act . tu1der

Omic~_
on Delta Kappa
to ·s-p onsor confere nce

their recommendations.
Cost- will be based on the
amounts and types of ~igns, and
will depend directly· on the
recomm'endation s of the
consultants. Another factor is
whether the signs will be made
on cam:pus ot · contracted out,
Bertossi said.
"We will probably have a
master list- of signs. These sig_ns
will be color coded with the
decal system. In this way a
student can color orient himself ,
between -decals and lots. A
similar color sys~em is used at
Tampa lnternationa·l Airport,"
Bertossi said.
He expressed a hope that
people would become more
sensitive to the system because
that would add to its success.
The design phase · of the
project is expected to
·completed by January, 1973,
with the system implemented
by the follow ing spring.
According to Bertossi, ""1t al-I
depenqs .on how rapidly we
move and whether or not we do
it oqrselves."

A '_ leadership · conference Some large information-giving
sponsored by Omicron Delta
groups wilt also be conducted
Kappa (ODK) will be held on
although Walbolt said these
O ct. 28 in the UC flrom 9:30
would be held to a minimum.
a.m. to 5 p.rri..
Reece Smith Jr., a Tampa
The conference is essentially
lawyer and president of the
for presidents and treasurers of Florida Bar, will be the keynote
campus student organizatio•ns, speaker at the conference
according to Dan Walbo.lt,
luncheon;
assistant vice president for
Student Affairs. He added ·that
JACKSON'S B·ICYCLI; STORE
other ' students may attend,
including vice presidents and
114 Buffalo Ave. Phone 232-0661
outstanding freshmen and
1-75 Soutli to Buffalo Exit - ½ Block West of .Flo : Ave.
sophomores
active
in
Gitane · Mo~tarino
organizations.
. .
· - Kallchoff - .Miami. ,Sun,
Walbolt said there would be ·
Vista - Columbia· - Tubulars - Alloy Carriers - Back Packs
small group sessions conducted ' ·
~ Discounts
'· ·
· to USF -stu dents
· ·an d Facu Ity
by students, faculty and staff. , I
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We've changed our name to

Toda y's•
'.

W ·o rld
·Forme~ly
West Coast Wciterbecis
-

-

And we're not just a waterbed st~re
anymore ... We STILL carry 4 complete
lines of: GOOD wat~rbeds & ~ccessories
and we STILL make quality custom
frames, but we ALSO have:
straw flowers & vases
tapestries
beanbag · c;hoir-s (in 3 sizes)beoded curtains
numdoh rugs
- imported bead spreads (lots!!)
recycled paper ·p roducts
fur_bedspreads & pillows
sheeshom tables & boxes
incense & burners
candles
kamo sutra products
oil lanterns
tapo paper
bark drawings
fur throw· rugs
bamboo wind ,chimes
arid even more ...

131J2 N. FLORIDA AVE.

12-2 N. PARSONS

T.AMPA

BRANDON

932-1069

685-1533
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students at the University of South Florida .
Editorial views herein are not necessarily
those of the adviso,: or the University
administr(Jtion. ·
.

Po lic in g oi.lr m or al s' to o co stl y?
.

.

· Hardly a day goes·by when someone
is not arrested for possession of drugs of
some son or another. Not so often, but
still frequently, a group of "bookies "
' are busted for gambling. The cop on the
beat hustles in the skid-row wino. And
periodically the vice-squad does their .
thing and corrals a few prostitutes.
Of course, all these people wer€
caught commmm g . a crime. A
"victimless C!irrie." Any "harm" was
done to themselves.
There are naturaUy . certain crimes
from which society wants and needs
protection. 1)1.urder, assault, arson, rape
are crimes which no society can tolerate
and survive. But there is a larger
question of whether "morals offenses"
should be considered. crimes. There are
· strong arguments that the campaigns
- against gamblers, prostitues, and the
like are actually counter-productive in
. terms of producing a decent, stable
society. Hidden social · costs are
involved in using the criminal justice

system to po,ice our morals which
society may not wish to pay.
It has been estimated that as little as 10
per cent of our criminal couns spend
time on serious crimes. By removing
victimless crimes from the adjudication
process the administration of justice
could be better served.
With fewer offenders police could be
more thorough and legitimate. It is the
need for evidence to make charges stick,
in lieu of a victim's testimony, that has
produced the greatest number of civil
liberties violations. An example is the
use of "entrappmerit" where an
undercover cop will try to induce the
"crime." Illegal searches and seizures
are also by-products.
Reduction in the congestion of court
calenders would also reduce the
pressure for plea bargaining.
. All too often the attempts of
enforcing victimless crime laws result
-in a spin-off of much more serious
crimes. Organized crime flourishes on
satisfying a consumer demand that
cannot be met legitimately. Corruptio n
Lette r _p 9licy ·
of police forces is another result.
Passing a law· does not mean that it
The Ora·cle welcomes letters to
will
be obeyed or that it can be enforced.
the editor on all topics. All letters
Conversely, the repeal of a law does not ·
must be signed and. addressed
necessarily mean an increase m
including student classification.
undesirable conduct. Most human
Names will be withheld upon
conduct
after all is regulated by nonrequest.
legal institutions.
- Letters should be triple spaced
In seeking to deal with growing
typewritten. The editor reserves the
crime
menace many legislatures are
right to edit or shorten letters.
tampering with the jury system. T he
Letters received by noon will be
·considered for publication the . idea of non-unanimous· verdicts is
growing. A speedier judicial process
following day.
and "hard line" approaches will not

~

.,

•

necessarily . protect society any better.
Part of the solution lies in having less

!

laws to enforce so that serious crimes
can be dealt with- more effectively.

PCAC~
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RUMOR

Natio nal Wind ow

VD ra-t e soarin_g
Venereal disease, an ancient scourge
that modem medicine thought it had
conquered, is reaching epidemic
proportions througho ut America.
The number of cases of infectious
syphilis . and gonorrhea reported to
public health auth9rities has increased
by more than 25 per.cent during the past
two years.
VD now ranks as America's second
most widespre ad commun icable

_0 ~C LE
Published four times weekly, ·T~esday
through Friday, durinij the academic year
period Septembe r through mid-June; twice
weekly on Tuesdays and Thursdays during
the academic year period mid-June through
August. by the University of South Florida,
4202 Fowler Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620.
Second class postage paid at Tampa , Fla.
Printed by Peerless Printers, Inc., Tampa.

Editor . . .. .... .... .. . .. . .. . Grant Donaldson
Managing Editor .. ......... .. : . Robert Fiallo
News Editor ... . , . ... : . ... . .. Ben Waksman
Sports Editor ........ ... .. ... . . Ron Mumme
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Louis Cassels
disease-surpassed

in frequency of with the _illusion that he's well.
incidence only by the common cold. . Actually, the deadly spirochetes at this
And all indications are that the rise is point are spreading through the body.
.continuing, perhaps accelerating.
Without treatment, vener~al disease
The figures are even more ·alarming carr lead eventually to heart disease,
than they appear, for they cover only blindness, sterility or insanity.
offi~ially reported cases of VD. Public
The resurgence of VD as a major
health officials are sure millions of cases national health problem is ironic
go unreported and untreated.
because not many years ago medical
Both syphilis and gonorrhea can -be authorities were speaking o(it, along
cured with modem antibiotics if treated -with polio, smallpox and tuberculo
sis,
in their early stages, when their as one of the once-dread diseases
which
symptoms are plainly apparent. But ,if were well on the way to eliminatio
n
left untreated, both diseases may go through new drug and vaccme
underground, as it . were. Superficial discoveries.
symptoms disappear, leaving the patient
But Americans got overFonfident
1

-- -L e.t te rs -- Time s delay
Editor,
"profit" it makes on each issue. T he
The anonymous writer whose letter library's book budget is half that of last
appeared in Wednesday's Oracle year, and $100,000 of the budget will
deserv·es a reply. The library pays $75
probably be lost because student
per year for _our New York Times
enrollment will be less than projected .
subscription, which con:ies by. surface The additional $7 5 may seem a trivial
mail and is usally available 3-5 days sum, but with a budget as anemic as
after its original appearance. Were we to
ours, something has- to give. We do
use the Air News Service, which
receive several metropolitan papers· on
supplies· the bookstore, the cost would .the same day as published, and they
be doubled, and weekly invoices would · should . suffice until the Times is
have to be processed. The bookstore
received.
supplie~ copies as a service. I ts operating
Neil Barron
expenses easily· exceed the negligible
Asst. Director
Technical Services

about VD too soon. Appropriations for
a nationwide campaign against the
social diseases were drastically reduced.
There was a letdown in efforts to
educate all segments of the public about
the highly contagious nature of VD; the
manner in which it is transmitted almost
exclusively through sexual intercourse
with an infected partner; the early
symptoms of infection; the ease of
treatment with modem drugs; the often
fatal consequences of leaving tt
untreated. ·
The result is that a generation of
young people has grown up in America
who do not take VD very seriously as a
menanc;e to health, and rarely take
precauuons.
Much controversy has swirled lately
around the question of whether, when
or how general sex education should be
offered in schools . . Whatever your
position on that issue, surely there can
be no argument about the need for
direct, explicit, vivid instruction of
teenagers about the perils of venereal
disease.
T his public document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$147,208 .42, or 9¢ per copy, to .
disseminate news to the students,
staff and faculty of the Universit y
of South Florida. (Forty· pef cent
of the per issue cost i_s offset by
advertising revenue.)
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McCain lceeps Supreme Court seat
MIAMI (UPl)-A little less
than 30 per cent of Florida's
voters chose State Supreme
CourtJusticeDavid L McCain
yesterday for a full term and
named two Democrats and one
Republican as nominees for the
state's three new congressional
seats.
With most of the vote
counted in the Ol)ly. statew'ide
race, which pitted McCain
against chaUenger Rivers
Buford Jr., the final count of
voters projected to womewhat

Proposal

less than 570,000 only 30 per appointed who, all that might
cent of th~ .1. 9 million total die down."
Hillsborough County
registered voters.
In two dose District Court
Dist. 1
Rain and boredom with a of Appeals races, Tyrie Boyer
Robert Curry: 28,691
lack luster . ballot kept · most ·and Donald K. Carroll were
Floridians away from the n~ck-and-neck for the First Nick
Matassini:
polling booths.
District, Group i seat. In the
20,463
"I can honestly say that I Second Disrrict, Group I, ·
don't think either of the two · Henry Esteva of St. Petersburg
Dist. 3
major poJ-icical · parties, the unofficially had a narrow wiri
Betty ·costa: 23,918
Republicans or Democrats,
over Edward Boardman of
Joe Taylor:- 22,459
attempted to inject themselves
Tampa.
into it," McCain said of the
But the Esteva-Boardman
election. "Now if the pr_ess
race hinged officially on
Dist. 5
would stop saying who
absentee ballots and a solitary
Bob Lester: ·30,533
contested precinct of the 848 in
Ellsworth
Sirrimons:
the district. One poiling
18,081
precinct in Pasco County,

Cottee hours to
discuss programs

Continued from page 1

which the administration is
releasing the revised proposal ·
on the future of the Student
Finance Committee (SFC) "a
deliverate attempt to straight .
jacket student input."
·
Adams was referring to a
meeting called today by Dr.Joe
Howell, · vice president for
Student Affairs, to announce

Disqualified
ca·ndidate.s
reinstated

his modified ·plan for control of
the $1. 7 million student
activity fee bud~et.
Dr. Howell's .original
proposal, released nearly two
weeks ago, provided for
department heads to submit ·
budget requesrs directly to
him.
.
Under the present system,
the SFC (composed entirely of
students) investigates all
budget requests and makes
recommendations to Howell.
The recommendations then are
forwarded to Pres. Mackey for
final approval.

Fifteen . disqualified
At ·10 a.m., four hours before
candidates for SG offices were
the general release, members of
, reinstated last night by a
the SFC said they will receive a
quorum of the Elections Rules
copy of the _n ew proposal.
Committee in special session.
"Our understanding
was
.
The candidates . had been
that
he
was
going
to
check
with
disqualified for failure t.o
us and talk. before the proposal
declare a district.
·
·was
released," said Robert
All of the reinstated
Sechen,
SFC chairman. "This
candidates must appear at the
·makes
it
look like he's receiving
Election· Rules Office by noon
student input and he's really
Thursday to declare a district
not.''
or the Board will assign them to
the district in which their major ·
Sechen and Adams
field of study falls.
emphasized they were not
The disqualification of 15
criticizing the proposal itself.
other candidateS, for failure to
"We haven't even seen the
att_end
mandatory meeting
proposal yet," _Sechen said·.
withstood an SG court test
"W.e'.xe criticizing his
yesterday and will stand.
methods."

a

Your news
is our news
Trying to get- a club
off the ground? Trying
to publicize your
organization's
activities? Well, The
Oracle would like to
h_elp.
For publication of the
time
of
your
organizational meeting,
sports event or
_ whatever, submit a
typewritten account to
The Oracle, room 469
of the LanguageLiterature building.
Also included in the
. information sheet
should-. be the name of
someone who can be
contacted for further
. information.
All information
should ·be submitted at
least 2 days prior to the
event if possible.

-A series of "coffee hours" will be conducted this quarter f~r
freshman and sophomore students in an effort- by th·e U niversifY
Studies Dep?rtment to answer questions about the University.
Informal discussions during the "coffee hours" will range from
information on available majors to career possibilities and financial
aid. .
Through questions and answers, groups of 10-15 students will
learn about the programs of discussion as well as career
possibilities associated with the program. ·
A number of coffee hours will be offered on student
organizations, financial aid, special services for minority students,
Cooperative Education Program and the Off-Campus Term
Program.
Interested students may attend by signing up in FAO 126.

Asked if students would be
able to add ·to the Howell
proposal, Assistant Vice Pres. ·
for Student Affairs Dan
Walbolt said, "As far as Dr.
Howell and I are conce_!'ned,
this is our proposal."
Walbolt added that members
of the SFC and other students
would be welcome to offer
comments to the president after
Howell's. proposal has been ·
released.
Neither Sechen nor Adams
were satisfied with the
possibility of supplementing
Howell's proposal with
additional comments.
"All of us know,JoeHowell
especially, that anything sent
up to the president along with
recommendations from his vice
president is worthless," Adams
said.
Walbolt said, "We know
what they want, they know
what we want. We have a
proposal which we feel is
acceptable to nearly everyone
in the University community. "

representing about 50 voters
was contested and an official
tally was not expected until
today.
. In Hillsborough County,
Jim foster defeated GeorgeH.
Sheldon of Plant City for the
Democratic nomination to
house seat District 65.
Incumbent Robert J. Estes
defeated the Grand Dragon of
·the Florida Ku Klux Klan,
John Paul Rogers, in a
Democratic runoff for the Polk
County School Board
Tuesday.
E~tes polled 12,249 to 'Z,148.
for Rogers.
In the Hillsborough County
Commission · nomination race,
District 5, Ellsworth Simmons
was defeated by challenger Bob
Lester. Simmons polled 18,081
to 30,533 for Lester.
· District 1: Robert Curry
28,691 to 20,463 for Nick
Matassini.
Dist 3: Betty Costa 23,918
to Joe Taylor's· 22,459.

"Coffee Hours" Schedule
Monday, Oct. 9

i

Time
9 a.m.
11 a.m.
1 p.m.
2 p.m.

Session Topic
Co-op Education
Student Organizations
Career _Counseling & Guidance
College of Education

Meeting Room
FAQ 148
FAO 148
FAQ 148
FAQ 148

Tuesday; Oct: 10
3 p,m.
4p.m.

Career Counseling & Guidance
Career Planning .& Placement

FAO 14.8
FAO 148

Wednesday, Oct. 11
9a.m.
11 a.m.
1 p.m.

Off-Campus Term
Student Organizations ·
Career Counseling & Guidance

FAQ 148
FAO 148
FAO 148

Thursday, Oct. 12
3 p.m.
4p.m.

Student Organizations
Career Counseling & Guidance

FAO 148 .
FAO 148

Friday, Oct. 13
11 a.m.
1 p.m.
2p.m.

Co-op Education
Career Planning & Placement
Off~Campus Term

FAO 148
FAO 148
FAO 148

Monday, Oct. 16
11 a.m.
1 p.m.
2p.m.
3p.m.
4p.m.

11 a.m.
1 p.m.

Off-Campus Term
College of Education
Student _Organizations

FAO 148
FAO 148
FAO 148

Tuesday, Oct. 17
Co-op Education
Career Planning & Placement

FAO 148
FAO 148

Wednesday, Oct. 18
College of_Engineering
Student·Organizations

ENG 106
FAO 148

Thursday, Oct. 19
3p.m.
4 p:m.

College of Language & Literature
Career Counseling & Guidance

FAO 148
FAO 148

Friday, Oct. 20
11 a.m.
2p.m.

Career Planning & Placement
Off-Campus Term

FAO 148
FAQ 148

ATTENTION

Business Administration &
Business Education maiors...

The Stones
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PHI BETA LAMBOA (a national business
fr~ternity open to both men and women)

will hold its first meeting on Thursday,
October 5, 1972 at 7:00 p.m. in UC 202.
Former members are urged. to attend,
prospective members invited.

WED & THURS,
OCT. 4 & 5, 7 & 9:30pm
LAN 103 ADMISSION $1 .00
Advance Ticket Sale l: 15-4:30
pm
Theatre Box Office
Film Art Series
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-Ginsberg chants, sings; reads
By Lisa Smith
Oracle Activities Editor
voice
Gluttonous
masticating each word, gasping
lines off a tucked away page, a
thicklyearded and thicklyspectacled Allen Ginsberg
sang, chanted and read .his
poetry to enthralled audience
members last night.
More than just the Theatre
his
for
overflowed
performance. Packed audiences

sat around 10 gaping and stark
dosed circuit sets to catch the
8:30 show.
Ginsberg prefaced his forma l
program with some Indian
chants, lounging in Indian
posture on thick mats, _hands
pumping an accordion-like
instrument and voice winding
from sighs to bellows.
"Do You Know the War
began his
Statistics, "
presentation. Beginning as a

statistical explanation of our
Inda-Chinese involvement, the
song spread to new poetic
proportions while still
dependent on its numerical
analyses.
"I have a . confession to
make," he droned. "I am
registered as a democrat and
therefore will vote for
McGovern on Nov. -- what is
it? -- 7th or 9th? "
Ginsberg then picked up his

Blu·e grass mllsic shines
through White Spr-ings _LP
By Vivian Muley
Oracle Staff Writer
Banjos, fiddles, guitars and
tales of life and love make up
~he White Springs Blue Grass
Festival, a two album set,
recorded live at the 1972
Steven Foster Memorial Folk
Festival.
Blue grass music, purely an
American form of musical
entertainment, IS played
on string
excl.usivel y
instruments. And despite the
slight technical indfiencies of
Community Workshop, the
producers of the album, the
music shines through with the
basic country charm it was
meant to have.
Although·side one of record
one is a little disappointing , side

two comes through with the
blue grass flavor so well known
in the South.
But record two is probably
the best album of the set and
Moon Records might have
done better combining a few
songs from record one and just
putting out a one record salute
to the festival.
Orange Blossom Bluegrass, a
group from the Tampa area,
provides much of the " foot. stomping" joys throughout the
set, while Dale Crider uses the
old country yodel.
Other popular artists on the
set include Sunny Bluegrass,
Charlie Cox, Country Grass,
Dave Bellamy, Rose City Boys_
and · Grady and the G ood
Guys.

The double set or stereo tape
is on sale at the USF Bookstore,
Record Man at Fowler and
Florida Avenue, Music
Library at Britton Plaza on S.
Dale Mabry, and Rasputin's on
Kennedy Boulevard.
It's a finger-picking good
album.

pair of Australi.an aborigine
Several haikus · followed,
sticks, and, with a short display concerning
techniques ofof original aborigine technique, getting stoned.
burst into a "Stop the Bombs"
Ginsberg turned to song
song.
again at this point, with the
"Richard M., you swallow "Jimmy Berman Gay Lib
bombs; Pat Nixon you fuck Rag. " Depicting a sadly
with bombs," came the chant, unrequited affair with young
appealing directly to Nixon, Jimmy Berman, singer is left
Kissinger and Congress , when Jimmy gets straight.
among others to halt all
A high spot of the evening
bombing. " Hot damn, was the "Put Down Your
Alabam, stop your bombing Cigarette Rag. " "Don't smoke,
Viet Nam. "
don't smoke, don't smoke,
"Uncle Sam, don't go betray
don't smoke; it'.s a $9-million
us; Uncle Sam, your bombing
capitalist joke," he asserted.
Laos. Unde Sam, quit V iet
Attacking advertisers and
N am; George McGovern, hit
governnicotine-peddling
the fan.''
mental agencies, he pied,
The CIA Dop Calypso," "Don't smoke, folks, it's
proved a riotous condemnation official dop·e.
of the CIA's condoning of
· "You can't sing straight; you
Chiang's dop trafficking.
can't sing straight; you gargle
After a short break,
your saliva; you vomit in your
Ginsberg was back, reading
·
plate."
"Memory Gardens," a eulogy
Ginsberg's performance was
of sorts to Jack Kerouac, who
pan of the Lecture Series at
inspired Gi~sberg's Buddhist
USF.
leanings.

1

Academy A\Nards'
fea_tures Jerry Bloom
<'Academy Awards," a half
hour program heard every
Monday at 3:30 p.m. on
WUSF-FM, features former
Warner Brothers castmg
director and now area film and
drama critic~ Jerry Bloom,
winding down the memory
lane of "Hollywood's great
years."
Bloom discusses each year's
academy awards, sinc·e the first
1:mes were held, said William
radio
Brady, WUSF

coordinator and series host.
Monday's program will
feature the 1934 Academy
Awards.
The program will be
repeated on Sundays at 11 p.m.
beginning sometime in midOctober, Brady said.
Bloom is also a frequent
guest on WUSF-FM's
"Morning Magazine - At your
service," Monday through
Friday from 10 a.m. - 12:30
p.m.

Friendly feelings and the great taste of
Coca-Cola . That's the way it should be.

,· ., It's the real thing. Coke.
0

~

Bottled under lhe aulhorily 01 TM Coca-Cola Co mpany by

Tampa Coe'a·Cola Bottling Company
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Students · ;_'3/°h9 · ~ray 7f t;; B~th~ projeqicmists have
. Monday :. qigfit's : downp(?Urj ,~ (l.QW,'t been-furn1shed -with a key
h~ping ~ ;!i :!~~\ ~piye_r,lry _ : n oi p!~~-~ -t- future ~ishaps, he
· Fil~ ~~sot!~'iiQh'~;- ?fRF.A> :f:said.~·JL'' .
·
. . presentation_
ofri:J.'
j
e•H
_
umri
_
·h'.r~y
·
:.
,
·
JM.t:~~::0a
•,
·d·
LJ
· - n ,,,,•,~ · - , r:: • ·· , ·· --:tur-·· v1 .n.orsman UFA s. • ~ · , • •
•
•
,
1 . • ..;,.,J ~· • .,. • .·• · ft., .. :r,./f,
. it.4Y1S9r, said he did not find out·
were. :turn~naway- a etf.a' 20 ... ,. L"_ _:•·-~, th . · .. . · ·
.. ..i-:i:~, ~ .-. f;.,_.·,.:- -~- ,. ';-•-~1 · . ,J · auuqt., .' e
mc1d'ent until
- . . , ·
mmute·.,.. -wait · because:, -the,~ . ,·· .. -. - :. L

Boga_~-~;:~1as~~Ht{(extf;I!;a.rg:o'' :~=···
¥

'~~p~01:e4ti~~:1rrio'm~wjs',-tJtic\a•.~:·.'":r~r~~~r: mo~.mr '.

~-_;·art,;;}!~~-~ .i:soQ--

~.th

:ilieirker ·: -,:;:· Ifmishaps lilce this and low_

"could not be found."
•
- attendance keep UP, w.e will
Jim· Haskins, audio-visual pro~bly· ha~~ o...-canceI ·-tfie-supervisor in- Educatiori~L :__s.eries-n~~r:--quarter;"' h~ said. -. .,

u

Sympathyzing with Satan
.
__ -more thanJust in song. the
.
_ ;_ ____._____
Stones· . coterie. of Helt:s..--S-y rnpathy for ·the
... ~ngel b~~y .g4ards st~bbed
Devil
_,,.. to -death a 'rock fan at the
· Altam.ont concert. A
,<

. -~~~o~rce~ ~~d-.the-~6l;rt:i ···=other niver;iiy films' are
- --resu!tooiro~ a transfer of keys. ' subsidized by ·student activities
~'"{pe proj~ctioriist hir_~ for the fees, but "we are running on
UC~eature film.'was supposed last ... year's· UFA profits,"
•to gJve the key _to the UFA Horseman said.
resultant film documentary. projectionist but couldn't find
"
However "Key Largo" was
"Gimme Shelter." is now a . him so left," he said-.
Film Art offering. playing · · Ha~kins said by the time he rescheduled for last night but
Oct. 4 and 5 at 7 and 9:30 : reached the scene the film ahd was again cancelled because
p.m. in· LAN 103. Tickets been cancelled and everyone "not enough people showed
had left. ·
up/'
·
are $1.
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Pre-med + Dance
By Lisa Smith
Oracle Activities Editor

· Only a stoic or a dedicated
dancer could put the scalpel to a
promising medical career and
pursue the elusive (and often
not too remunerative) field of
theatre.
Yen Lu, however, a resident
instructor of movement at
USF, discovered a way to
incorporate her leanings
towards physiology and
theatrics
by
familiarizing
herself with the techniques of

composer, a dancing sister and
body movement.
·
the knowledge that she was the
"I don't think that at any
last
in the family to follow her
time in my life I wasn't aware
father's cherished dream, Yen
of the theatre," _she explains.
headed
for America to enroll iri
While a child in Hong Kong,
pre-med.
her first experiences with the
theatre came in a way typical.to
"But I found myself
the Chinese culture -- through
out -- going to the
sneaking
the Peking Operas and small
festivals within the family uni·t theatre, working in the
theatre.' '
on birthdays or holidays.
"My father was a frustrated
When, in Columbia ' s
doctor," she says of her medical school, a choice had to
·leanings toward medicine. "He be made, Yen explains that her
always wanted us to become- fascination with the human
doctors. " With one brother a body carried on.

Jewish Ce·n ter series
hosts Friedan speech
Betty Friedan, leading
spokes.woman and an
inaugurator . of the current
feminist movement, will appear
in Tampa on Oct. 29 at the
Jewish Community Center.
Friedan and the feminist
m o v e me n t c·a m e i n t o
· prominence when her book
"The Feminine Mystique"
was published in 1963. In a
_brilliant analysis of the post
World War II "back to . the

home " movement, when
young couples flocked to the
suburbs and began raising large
families,
Friedan
accused
advertisers,
educ a tors ,
sociologists, and psychologists
of having conned American
women into believing that they
could only . find fulfillment
through child bearing and
housewifery.
In 1'966 Friedan carried her
· fights against the feminine

Falk's windows sport
·USF Art Bank graphics
A selection · of 18 graphics
from the Art ·Bank and
permanent collection of the
Florida Center for the Arts will
be on exhibit Oct. 2-30 in the ·
Polk St. windows of the old
· · Falk's department store in
downtown Tampa. .
Three original lithographs
from the "Cold Light" suite by
New York painter James
Rosenquist are included in the
. exhibit. They were produced
by the artist during his stay at
USF' s Graphic studio in 19 71.
The entire "Cold Light"
display is currently showing in

the Theatre Gallery in the Fine
Arts Building. The suite
features the ·moon as a central
subject.
A serigraph · entitled
"Turkiz," from (POP
ARTIST Victor Asearely's
"Lapid ire" series will be
shown, among other·works. In
blues and greens, it is a
·· geometric arrangement of
shapes
in
liardedge
composmon.
Lithographs by USF faculty
members Jeffrey Kronsnle and
·George Pappas are also on
display.

--

Yen Lu

"My leaning to the theatre," one of the next quarter's major
she says, "is because I felt productions." •
dimension and possibility.:._ the
total actor, using voice and
movement . In Oriental
Theatre everyone sang and
danced as well as acted. Where
one began and the other
stopped was really a fine line." ·
Yen Lu will be in charge of
two classes in movement, both
small in size. Her students
range from dance professors to
theatre instructors to freshmen
and sophomore students:
One focal. point of her
instruction is the teaching of
T'ai Chi Ch'uan (say "tie chee
chwan"), a form of Chinese
body discipline.
.
· "The most essential factor of
Tai Chi is not the movement
from posture to posture, but
the transition. You must come
to understand your own body
first. There is no correct
posture, only your own
posture.
"I don't mean you have to
become introverted, as with
transcendental
meditation;
once you have learned to
understand yourself, you may
interact with other people
better."
As for projected plans, Yen
Lu says she "would love to
come back (to USF) for the _
winter quarter and work with
_the movements for 1Antigone, '

The Stones

mystique into activism by
founding and · becoming
president of the National
Organization for Women
(NOW). A hierarchically
structured organization of
professional . women and
housewives closely modeled
after the National Association
for the Advancement of
Colored People, NOW
WORKS PRIMARILY TO
END
JOB
DISCRIMINATION.
Friedan is the first speaker of
this year's "Confrontation"
Lecture Series, sponsored
annually -by the ' Jewish
Community Center for its
members and all of Tampa.
F riedans' lecture and the
Four of the traveling
Confrontation '73 series are
exhibitions
fromm the Florida
open to the public.
Information about tick ets Center for the Arts Bank qill be
can be obtained by calling or · exhibited at Tampa's new
writing the Jewish Community Veterans ' Administration
Center, 2808 Horati St., or Hospital in conjunction with
the hospital's formal opening
phoning 8 77- 7644.
Oct. 7.
T he exhibit will include 36
graphics showing Oct. 5-Dec.
: For the price of two airforce· 1 on the main and second floors
of the hospital.
fighter bombers, UNICEF can
Two exhibits by Pop artist
provide the vaccine to protect .
Nicholas Krushenick are
226 million children from
among the works .
tuberculosis.

V.A. Hospital
shows U SF art

*****
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WED & THURS,
OCT. 4. & 5, 7 & 9:30pm

LAN 103 ADMISSION $1.00
l

Advance Ticket Sale I : 15-4 :30 ·
pm
Theatre Box Office
Film Art Series
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Kerniclc out tor Rol lins con test
By Dave Moorrriann
Oracle Sports Wr~er

Rollins today at 3 p.m. on the . O'Brien's left fullback spot.
"They (Rollins) lost many
Also the .soccer coach said
USF soccer field or . If ever there w~s a time to
of last year's starters," he said the fantastic fan support his
X-rays proved negative on- Jacksonville."
of today's opponents, "and team has received will help the
lose a star player, Holcomb
Max Kernick's injured right
their standard· of play isn't as Brahman·s.
Adjustments will be made in thinks it is now.
ankle but Coach Dan Holcomb
high as Clemson's. But they
"The spectators have played
says he feels his so·ccer star will the Brahman lineup to make up
"Rollins and Jacksonville
play
adequateiy."
such a great pan in improving for the ·loss with Sean O'Brien aren't strong opponents;" ·
· miss USF' s next two games.
After playing their two state our play this year," he said.
"He'll be having .treatment moving into the center fullback Holcomb said in describing the
opponents, the Brahmans will
on the ankle twice a day," _position for Kemick and Bob two teams Kemick won't face,
In England, where soccer is
travel to· Morgantown, W. Va. the kiog of sports, the fans
Holcomb explained, "but Max Hanna, lone USF scorer "but we're not taking them
to participate in a soccer break out singing -and bring
won't be able to play against against Clemson, taking lightly."
tourney next weekend.
horns, rattles and bells to the
games.
USF also is to face West
Virginia and Ohio University,
Watching the great 'turnout
"two crucial games," so far this year, Holcomb
according to Holcomb.
believes the same thing· will
"It'd be great if we can get happen at USF.
Max back at 100 per cent for
That's a hint for all you leyal
these games," he said. _
soccer fans.
Featured in the · same
tournament · is Howard
University, last year's number
one team in the nation and
currently ranked on top of this
.
.
year ' s ratmgs.
But the Washington, D.C.
school scheduled to meet the
After the first week of
Brahmans here in USF's final bowling, Doug Jones leads
game of the season, will not USF' s men bowlers with a high
face Holcomb and his crew in game of 208. Rose Busciglio West Virginia.
and Karen Fellows, the club's
The number two school, St. secretary, share the women's
_Louis : University, is not high game total with 186.
Bob Hanna attempts to steal ball
entered into the two-day
Top series belongs to
competition
but they will play Busciglio, ·w ho rolled a 54 7,
... in Brah1_nan 1- ~ tie Sunday
USF 'in St. Louis later this while
Tom Heusinger has the
month.
leading men's series with a 542.
"They've already played
Fourteen teams were
nine games, tying two - and
represented
last Thursday at
losing one, and they've played
the
initial
·
competiti9n with
USF's extensive ·intramural · all the tough schools on the team results yet to be tabulated.
West Coast," said Holcomb.
progr~ got under way last
A few openings consist
"This
should help us when we
night · with play in · men's
among the the teams,
play
therri."
football.
But before looking too far preferably for women. Fellows
***
ahead Holcomb musf rally his asked that interested students
Louis Bowers, associate
call her at ext·. 65 61 if they
troops after Sunday's tie.
professor in the College of
"I'm
not discouraged. I think would like to bowl.
Education, was the faculty
we played an excellent game,"
The USF Bowling Club
·member who was quoted in the
said
Holcomb
after
meets
seeing'
next at Florida Lanes
·
his
marathon story yesterday, not
club
fall
from
second
tomorrow
to fourth
at 7 p.m. The lanes,
Athletic Dir. Richard Bow~rs
in
the
·
home
ranking
of
the
of
club, is located at
Southern
as reported by The Oracle.
schools.
10400 N. Florida Ave.
***
Sports Roundtable, with
hosts Dick Crippen and Dave
Deanault, moves to a new time
slot beginning this evening~
9:30 p.m.
The WUSF -channel 16
program will feature special
guest, USF baseball Coach
Beefy Wright, basketball
Coach Don Williams, men's
RAZOR CUTS
tennis Coach Spaff Taylor and
HAIR fflLING
sw1mm10g Coach Bob
PH-971-3633
Grindey.

Bowling scores
show Buscigli~,
Jones leading

/·

Sport s
shorts

Jfrattrnttp

·J!}oujt

Max Kernick evades Clemson opponent
... but ll1lkle injury sidelines him for next two games

Freshman in OSU vvin
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Not only did Griffin better
case against use of freshmen
the previous school single game ◄football players is getting
rushing mark of 229 yards set
weaker, especially with guys
by Ollie Cline in 1945 against
like Archie Griffin lugging the
Pittsburgh, but he .earned the
ball.
praise of Coach Woody Hayes,
Griffin, a 5-foot-10, 185which in itself is no easy trick.
pound tailback for Ohio State,
"I think he (Griffin) spoke
·1s the latest on a growing lis·t of
for
himself today," Hayes said
standout freshman players who .
after
Saturday's game. "Ability
have been outstanding in early
supercedes
experience.''
season games. Last Saturday,
... m~king only his second
Griffin's
standout
appearance in college
performance has earned him a ·
competition, Griffin ran for a
spot on the United Press
school record 239 yards to
International Backfield of the
- spark the Buckeyes to a 29-14
Week, and he is the . first
· victory over previously
freshman to -earn that honor
unbeaten North Carolina.
this season.

•••

Appellltmt■II

USF's Surf Club has
scheduled
its
first
organizational meeting of the
quarter tonight at 7 in UC 203.

Av■ll■ltle

Novn

D4,ily ,.,
.
Tltws. & Fri. 9~7:30

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

'1T4t Jut(fn iEnst
---~

BOUTIQUE for
MALE & FEMALE
IS NOW OPEN
AT THE NEW
BUSCH PLAZA
. MALL
COME BY AND
SAY "HELLO"
988-9436

. Baseball here again
.'

Seminole JV player
fouls off p_itch in
.. Br~hman s. do'ubleheader
sweep Saturday. USF
to
host
plays
at ,
today
JC
t1illsborpugh
3:30 p'.m.

NCAA

Golfer s begin quest for
By Rori Mumme
Oracle Sports Editor

If there's o·ne bad thing about
being number two, it's that the
only way you can improve
yourself is to be number one.
· But USF' s golf team will try
to do just that this year as the
Brahmans begin their quest for
the top spot in College
Division Golf at the Placid

Lakes Intercollegiate G:olf
Tournament, Oct. ·t 9-21. ·
The linksmen, second 1n the ·
NCAA College Division
Tournament held in June this
year, will square off against 10
other College and University
division schools in the Lake
Placid Tourney.
Florida, Miami, Rollins,
Florida Southern and Stetson
will all compete in the .three-

day, 72-hole affair.
"Right now we look kind of
weak," said team captain Vince
Head. "We've got two guys
making the trip to Lake Placid
who haven't had much
experience. But when spring
comes around, I think we'll be
all right.''

will not be finished until the
end of Qtr. ·1.
But qualifying rounds have
just fimshed for a temporary
team that will attend the Lake

Placid tourney and als~ the
Florida Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament to be held at
Winter Haven early m
November.
Officially, the squad has not ·
The team will consist of Pat
been set yet, as team qualifying
Lindsey, Brian Hawke, John
Purvis, Ian Davidson, Lou
Cyrulik a.nd Jeff Abbott.

.

Head, · following shoulder
surgery in August, will not
play during the fall meets but is
expected to be ready for-spring,
when it really counts.
Official walk-on qualifying
rounds will begin the weekend
of Oct. 14-15 and will continue
on success ive weekends
throughout Qtr. 1.
The low six non-scholarship
players from the first week will
battle the eight scholarship men
for the eight team positions.

Parking lot turned obstacle course
Fifty-one cars tackled the autocross
obstacle course in the PE parking lot
Sunday as only ~wo USF students took top
honors. Danny Caton. winner of the Trans-

AM-Class. and Danny Shields. tops in the
C-sports class. · ··we're the triumphant
Brahmans.

New .Andros-Pool filled,
but wa·ter unsafe for use
The Andros swimming
"White cement sand ~nd ,
' pool, · present! y under ground marble chip are
construction, has bet!n filled covering the raw cement on the
witq water but it is not.safe for floor, " Ostermann said, "and
' students to swim in, according · it's similar to a plastic finish on
to US.F Mechanical Engineer a wall that stains very easily.'' .
for Facilities and Planning Joe
Before the pool will open, a
·
Ostermann.
fence must be built around the
w arned structure.
Ostermann
everyone to stay clear _of the
Out for contract at the
pool for the water now in there present moment, the fence will .
is ordinary drinking water and
be 50 per cent chain link and 50
has not been treated for
per cent block and stucco .
chemical use.
" It looks like we should
make the scheduled opening
" Regular swimming water is
more strongly tr~ated than the deadline," Ostermann ·said, "as
long as we don't run into an y
water that is in their no w,"
unforseen difficulties.
Ostermann explained, " and
I
· I've told the police on campus
"It seems that· the rainy
to keep the students out. "
season, which is late this year, is
starting up again and this might
It was necessary to fill the
s_low the pool building down,"
pool prior to its scheduled
·
he said.
Nov . 1st opening as a
"As long as we don't have
protective •for the pool 's
bottom.
too many days of building

team this year is the nationals,
this year t<> be hosted by
California Riv~rside which
finished one stroke behind
USF in last season's. tourney.
With four of last year's fiveman tournament team
returning and last year's
winner Louisiana State at New
Orleans losing most of their
squad, the Brahmans should be
one of the favorites.
"We've got a great chance to
win it this ti me," said Head. "If
we can pick up that one good
player we need, I really think
we can do it."

Women ·cag·ers
starting season
short of people

. " You never can tell about
these walk-ons," said Coach
Wes Berrier. " Each year we've
picked up some good people
from these tryouts and we
might get some this year."
' ' Things look pretty
now, "
right
encouraging
continued Berner, "but we'll
just have t<> wait until we -get
the final team set. "
But the big hope for the golf

The 1972 Intramural teams
are · starting· ' again and
Recreational Sports Assista~
· C oord inato r Jill Barr is
opti~istic.
Barr stated that any woman
wishing to participate ih the fall
basketball program may still
join a team if she is not
representing a sorority.
Interested students are asked to
come by the Intramural Office
(PED 100) prior to the .4 p.m.
practice today.
Assisting Barr this year are
Marta Thomas, Sue Thomas,
Terry Kelsey and Cindy
Huffer.

CEL.E BRATE

halted by the rain, we should
have the thing ready by Nov .
1st."
~~§

L·
I'

Add Distinction
To Your Life

F.
E
WITH US
•

at

SUBURBANETTE
Beauty Salon
Gift Shop

---

_FIRST BA.PTIST·. CHURCH
of TEMPLE~TERRACE

CARDS
. ,
CANDLES
JEWELRY
Phone 971-7432
Open 8:30-6:00
Fletch.er Ave. at 22nd St,

crown

10002 56th STREET ·

,

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST .... 9:00 AM
BIBLE STUDY .............. ... ·. 9:30 AM
WORSHIP .............. .. .. 11 :00 AM
FOR TR~NSPORTATION CALL 988-1138
BEFORE 5 :00 PM

Student loans: topid for workshop
By Celeste Chlapowski-'
Oracle Staff Writer

the meeting will bring financial
·aid administrato·rs up to date
on what the proposed cha.a ges
Federal aid for Florida
in the financial aid pr.ogram will
s~udents will be the topic .of
be.
discussions of a· - three-day·
"These are mostly technical
· workshop of the Florida
changes," · said Goldsmith,
Stu.dent Finanical Aid
adqing a decision will probably
Administrators at the
be made on how much money a
International Inn in Tampa student will receive a quarter.
today through Friday.
The discussion will also
Jim Allen; chief programs
concern a new set of rules
development bran~h of ·t he applying to the Guaranteed
Student .Financial Assistance, _ Student - Loan Program,
Washington Offi{:e of effective March 1, 1973.
Education, _ will head· the
Legis.lation passed ori Aug. '
.discussions.
19 makes loans attainable under
. George Goldsmith, director the same regulations that
of Financial Aid .at USF, said governed the Loan Program

"These. mostly techrtical
changes. For example, a
decision will probably be made
on how much money .a student
will receive a quarter.'?.
-George Goldsmith
prior to June JO, 1972.
· The current program enables
students to borrow money
directly from a Qank, credit
union, savmgs and loan
association or other
participatiQg lender: The loan
is guaranteed by a state or
private non-profit guarantee
agency or insured by the
Federal Government.
Briefly~ these regulations are

tha't a student may borro.w up
to _a maximum of $1,500 per
academic year, totaling $7,500.
If your adjusted · family
income is less than $15,000 per
year, the Fed~ral Government
will pay the interest ~n the loan
while you are attending school
and until the beginning of the
repayment period.
Students may nor01ally take
5 to ·10 years to repay the loan .
Repayment may be deferred
for up to 3 years 'while a student
serves in the military, Peace
· .Corps or Vista or for any
period that the student returns
to full-time study.
Students must submit an

affidavit decladng that the loan
will be used ·only . for
educational purposes. T he
affidavit must be notarized or
signed by person having the
author~ty to administer oaths
or affirmations.
Students . who received · a
G~aranteed Student Loan June
30 - Aug. 19, 1972, will hc1ve
the interest paid by the Federal
Government until the 'loan
principal is due; provided the
Supplemental Application
Form was completed and the
institution
educational
recommended that a loan w~s
necessary for educational costs.

a

Students will use engr~ver s.
Students in Mu and Gamma
dormitories are the first to use
the electric engraving pencils
provided by the University
Police to aide in identifying
stolen property.
. Last Thursday _rw.o ~-0f- dre
Jive--engravers ordered by the
Univesity Police were handed
out to Jean Anton, Mu
Resident Instructor (R'I), and

but the process is slow because
there are more than 400 women
The Rls will then sign them
living in Gamma, and they are
out to their staff who set aside a
in and out of different times--·- ·
couple of hours a day tQ go _making-· it-· d:ifficult t; - let
around and initiaL the student's
everyone have a turn to use the
artides-·that ;;e most often
engravers.
stolen such as stereos, cameras
The Univ.e rsity Police are
and tape players. ·
still waiting for the other three
According to Senzic, the engravers to arrive so the
response of the students is good program can move faster and
eventually allow the faculty
and commuting students to use
the engravers.
Sharon Senzik, Garrima RI.

Social Sclence council
Oct .. 1·1
to set election
,
.

--Orac1e photo by Bill Phillip~

His Uncle is Sam
s ·c 9tt Owen of Tampa seems sure of his party and his
polftics.

-FOR -YOUR------------

fNFORM AT fQN
Ceramic Display

a

ceramic
"Helping . Hands,"
display, will be on display through
October from 9 a.m.-9 ·. p.m.
Monday through Friday and from 9
a.m.-5 p.m. on Saturdays, at the
downtown Tampa Public Library,
900 N. Ashley St.

Marine Biology
The Marine Biology Club will
hold a meeting today at 7 :30'p.m.
in LIF 272. Students and faculty
•
·
are celcome.

Gator Queen Contest

Entries for the 1972 Gator Bowl
Queen cont~st .are available in th£
Christian Science
.....,,.
ts
Oracle office (LAN 469). Entran_
mu~t be full-time students,
Science
Christian
The
unma_rried, and a resident of
Organization will meet Thursday at
Jacksonville. Entries must be
4:3~ p.m. in UC 200. Interested .
received no later than Nov. 1 .
students are invitl·d to attend.

Board nomihations

Scholarship Contest

The College of Business CouncilStudent Advisory board is now
holding nominations for new
members. Submit name. student
rw~ ber a,nd telephone number
in the suggestion box located
outside of B U S 3 0 1 . D ea d I i n e
f o _r nominations in Friday.

Anyone interested in winning a
$500 scholarship for possessing
the most photogenic face should
Adminisfrator,
the
contact
National Photo Scholarships, Box
4335, Columbia, South Carolina,
29240. Deadline for application is
Dec. 1 .

, Students f~>r Nixon
.~.

- and funds act1v1t1es which
"benefit the academic life of the
college student body.
are being
Nominations
accepted through Monday,
The council, originated in
Oct. 9 and nomination blanks
March of this year, represents
can be picked up in SOC 107 or ·
social science students in the
in the blank in today's Oracle.
policy-making proces~ q_f the
To nominate yourself you
college, according to Don
must maintain at least a 2.00
Lacey, spokesman for the
GPR and be a major within the
council.
College Social Science.
H~ said the council supplies
***
Ballot appears on page 2
feedback . channels between
faculty and students, and plans of today's Oracle.

'

. ..

907 EAST 129th
AVE.

1 Step

Into An Exciting
1 New World Of Dining!

-'" .get light
' The ~nterse~tion of . 30th
Street and 131 st A venue by the
Veteran's Hospital, usually
jammed at the changing of
classes, will soon get a traffic
. light, according to the county
· traffic engineers department.
N o date has been set on the
installation but the trffic ·light
onl_y awaits a go-ahead order
from the state.

Corner 30th & Fowler

t.

I

Now Renting Camper Trailers
Car Rentals..
U;..Hauls

The. First Time In Tampa a l Price Menu

I

I'
I
I FRENCH ONION o r SAFARI SOUP .65
SHRIMP COCKTAIL 1.35
.I
I PRIME RIB ENTREES INCLUDE
"Ubavus"

I
II

I

I
I
I

1.

••I
I
I

Soled • Baked Potato .

flLET STEAK ·
"K",uno K'1pand e "

Bread• Butter
Beverage 25 <
Dessert soc

I STRIP STEAK
I "Nyama Kipande"
AHSANTE
I SHRIMP
I "Pezi Samaki" Thank vou
I CHICKEN . "THE VILA TRIBE".
I "Key F_ar Unga" ·

I

*
*
*

.BODY SHOP

r------------Intersection

Access
's Access will present
WUSF-FM
,:-.
Col. Charles Otero, of the Tampa
Police
.., Department, speaking on
law\ enforcement today at 6:30
p,nI.' ListeAers _ with questions
,sho,~ld call 974-2215.

LUT~-pAINT
&.

Elections of officers for the
Social Science Student
Advisory Council are slated.for
Oct. 11-l2 .

DON'S TEXACO

Students for Nixon wilt meet
today at 7:30 · p.m. in UC 200.
Students are invited to attend.

-· l

I

\

I

I
I
I

.$AFAII I

Voo Doo Hour

4:30-7:00 Reg. Hiballs 5~ (

I

·Phone 932-63371
N. 30th St.
19302
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lmil _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

L

.200 Paces North of Busch Blvd. Trail

......

Cla-Ssifie_d Ads
Travel
Opportunities
JAMAICA PROJECT - 14 days,
· Dec. 8-22. 4 hr~: credit. S360.' S25
deposit with appli~tion. Limit "20.
Apply now, · Off-Campus , Term
Program, FAQ )22, ,ex. 2S36 . . .

lost & Found
Lost: Craig Calculator in black ca~e iri
1
Chemistry Lot. In desperate ·n~ed- of
any info or recovery, sµfficienr re~ard.
Before 5, 971-5296; after 5, 971-5950:

Misc. for Sale
· l)almation Pups_-p_ui:ebred, no papers.
5 weeks, shots. $35 ..935-1209 or 98813 70 after 6.
New Van Rear Bench Seat, Panasonic
turn table, electric can opener, steam
rqllers, make up. mirror. Chicks wool
clothes. - sizes 9 & IL Blond fall ,
wiglet, frosted wig. 935-6053 .

Services Offered
Creative-. Distinctive . ph~tograph y.
Unique portraits, really candid
weddings. Michael Campbell, phone ·
233-3561.
.
22 yr. old Ed. major, femaie, seni;r will
do child care - your home or IJ}ine.
Qualified, experienced with new
infants on up. Call 97 1- 7 7 7 8 after 2: 30
p.m . .

Personals
Have some time on your hands? Come
·bytoseeus& we will show you how to
tum your leisure time into fun time.
CRAFTS UNLIMITED
4958 Busch Blvd. -- Busch Plaza 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. 988-6403 .
Attention Astronomers: Focus your
telescopes south to_ observe the rising of ·
the moon.
MOO~SHINERS, U .S.F. Box 1558 .

Miscellaneous
Anyone interested in learning more
about Avatar Meher Ba6a is invited to
Sun. even. meetings. Call John, 9719729 for info, time, place. A tape ofone
of Baba's close western disciples will be
played this Sun. Oct. 8.

Help Wanted
BUSBOY
Evenings, 4 p.m., part time. Call 8776131 or apply at Tampa Airport
Motor Inn, Westshore Blvd.
Part time housekeeper, in ~etum for
free rent, good food, and small salary.
Call 935-623'3.

Male salesclerk needed at Bermax
Western Wear. Hours-Fri: afternoon &
all day Sat. Sometime during week
according to school schedule. Clerk
will help ptepare --tax-returns in tax
season. Previous experience not ·:
neces~ary but MUST be good at math.
I will train you. Interviews call 9330322, Bennax Western Wear, 8702
Nebraska.

A .K.C. REGISTERED !RISH
SETTER PUPPIES - 5 males & 2
females left, sire & dam may also be
seen, from S125, includes papers .& .
permanent shots. Cail 949-6 746.

Share rent-on 3" bedroom, ·1 bath' nca r
USF . 752 -746@, Plant City for more
informat-ion .LA
MA CHA
. DOS
AP ARTME TS-Student and youth
oriented. No curfews. No hassles. 1 'o
· Cafeteria food. $7 5 a month including VOLKSWAGEN CAMPMOBILE 1969 Pop-top, radio, electric air
• utilities. 971 -0100.
Large Corner room, private bath , cooling, trailer hitch, new tires, new
living room and kitchen privlegcs . battery . One owner . . Immaculate,
$2400. 734-1009 .
$20/ week. 234- 1701.
---

BRIDGE LESSONS
2 PM Beginners
3 PM Intermediate

. CTR 252 W
Wed. October 4

I
I

:L. :·:.. .

'

.

.-.

4 BR Town House, carpet complete,
drapes, cent H / AC, fenced , in Uriiv.
Square. $23,500 or $4000 & assume
$189/ mo . - no qualifying. Avail. Oct.
20. 988-3046 By owner.
·

CRAFT SHOP
6:30 - 9:30 pm
CANDLE MAKING
· CLASSES
.. FREE
Thurs. October 5

I-

~ . . _ . . ~,,- .•~•........,....,.,_..,,_.j,-,,41919-,.._.,,_,,._.,,._..,~,-•1-,,.-..~.--

NEBRASKA .AT FOWLER 971 _0007

•
"d
a
c
.
&
Z 1
eouples

·· DOUBLE FE_ATURE

\J

Real Estate

SHE FELT THE EROTICA OF SEX.
and cried,'

Misc.: Wanted

ADULTS ONLY
CONTINOUS SHOWS

WE WILL BUY ANYTHING,
Come by MEN ARD PAWN and
GIFT SHOP. 14038 N. Florida Ave.
Free gift to students. 935-7743.

FROM 11: 45 AM

DOMINOiS
BRINGS IT
.BACK
ON

Automotive
1972 MERCEDES-BENZ 250C-2
door hard top, fully equipped,
immaculate, 3500 mi., owner $7900,
DON'T WORRY <:all 93 2-2878 after 6 p.m. OJ weekends . .
BE HAPPY. ·
'72 T oyota 1600 Coupe. $100 and
take over payments. Low mileage,
· MEHERBABA
good tires. From 8-5, 688-1301. After
5, 6868-4389.
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....

.

EVERY WED.
THE BIG
16 oz . .
NICKEL. COKE

/:'3

Ski A Break

In The Italian Alps

with piz~a purchase

December
~eparture includes:
.
.

A. Ro~nd Trip Air Fare from Tampa
*B. 7 Nights Hotel Accomadations .
with Breakfast
C. Transfer to and from Ski Resort

FAST, FREE,
Delivery · ·.

* Subjed to change

From $36500
incl. tax

without notice

971-7875

AMERICA-N OVERSEAS
. TRAVEL CORP.

THE DOMINO PEOPLE
ARE PIZZA PEOPLE PERIOD!
PASS ,r ·oN ••.•

For details contact:

Your On-Campus Travel Agency
A.D.M. 102
794-2695
U.S.F. Florida Center for the Arts

Film Classics League

1972-72 FILM CLASSICS

Men or women wanted for permanent .
pa'ri: time employment taking
inventory in grocery, drug and variety
~tores. Reply RGIS l'nveritory
Specialist. 5445 Mariner St., Suite 208,
T~pa, Fla. 33609.

LAST WEEK TO PURCHASE SERIES TICKETS
SAVE UP TO 40% .
ON REGULAR TICKET PRICE

OCT. 1 l

Noon Fri. for Tues. issue ·
Noon Mon. for Wed. issue
Noon Tues. for Thurs. issue
Noon Wed. for Fri. issue

Opel G.T., I 970 (Bought new Feb.,
1971) Air Cond:, 4 Speed ,' 18,000
miles, new condition-S4200. value for
S2650. SI 100 down . $75 month
payments. 920-2486. .
1968 Plymouth Satellitt-64,000 miles,
good condition, excellent ,for
commuting. 685-2544 .after 8 p .m.,
.anytime _weekends.
VW Bus. I 96S, yellow, mag. wheels,
engine completely, rebuiJt, carpeted.
interior rolled and pleated· leather_
seats, air· conditioner. S995. - Phon·e
,i
877 -1997.

For Rent

Part-time legal assistant. Must be aJ~or: Sr. and have a IJt!or better average.
s:a11 872-8424.

Classified
Deadlines Have
Changed.
' Deadlines Are:

THURSDAY

QCT. 18
NOV. 1
JAN. 17
FEB~·2a
MAit 14
'

APRIL . 4
MAY23 .
MAY30

ULYSSES
- Britain
.
.
BED AND BOARD ·- France
THE NUM - France
ONE DAY IN THE UFE OF ,IVAN DENISOCICH - ·lnt'I ·
GOIN' DOWN THE ROAD - Canada
HOUR OF THE WOLF. - Sweden
ADRIFT - Czechoslovakia .
THE GARDEN OF DELIGHTS - -Spain _
THE TWO OF US - France

7 & 9:30
7 & 9:30
7 & 9:~0
7 & 9:00
7 & 9:00
7 & 9:00
8:00
8!00
-8:00

LAN 103
Public Series Tickets $6.00

USF Student Series $5.00

AVAILA~E AT THE USF THEATRE BOX OFFICE 1:15-4:30 p.m. WEEKO~YS

.,
,i .
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Orc:ler 'A Reser ve Copy
Now of the 1973
Ae-g ean · Yearb ook!r
.

.

•

New This Year:
Books mailecJ Free to all seniors
Free space given to all organiz ations .,.~
Yearbook will cover ·all events from
Septem ber thr~ugh and including~June
graduat,ion
.

*

*

*

·/

.~.i~Q** t**~***** ******~** ********* ********* ********* ********:
Free sitting fee pre~paid by Aegean

.

i

i

:
*
:

: staff for all· Jr., Soph. and __ Fresh. who
..
.
i* buy a book

********-k************·*******-k***-k****-k*****"k************'*:

Andro s & Argos Cafet erias

·4 - 6 p~m • .

and LAN 472

UC Lobby 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

.
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